
Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

In recent years. the demand of electric poY\Cr has been enlarged considerably. To 

satisfy this demand. electrical utilities have had to imprO\ c the efficiency o t' their 

pm\er lines and provide a better quality of service to the consumers. 

The etTiciency of the system is based mainly on the continuity of the sen icc. avoiding 

faults that suppose economical losses for utilities and users. To maintain this 

continuity. one of the main problems that have been found is the cl'fect produced by 

pollution in the insulators of electric lines. This pollution is one or the main causes of 

flashO\er in the insulators. The insulator begins to fail when the pollutants that exist in 

the air s'~ttlc on the surt~1ce of the insulator and combine with the humidity of the fog. 

rain. or de\\. The mixture of pollutants. plus the humidity form a layer that can become 

a conductor and allow passing currents that will facilitate the conditions of short 

circuit. This is due to a decrease or the resistance of the insulator surface. Unless there 

is a natural cleaning or an adequate maintenance. the electrical activity will be a[Tected 

by a possible tlasl1over in the insulator. 

The t1ashowr of polluted high voltage insulators constitutes one of lhe most important 

high \'Oltage energy transmission problems. Due to rapid rise or voltages and grov..th or 
pollution. this problem has drmvn more attention in recent years. 

The level and the type of pollution of a region arc associated with the sources of 

pollution. as well as with vveather f~1ctors of the place. Independently of the existing 

pollution type. the normal phases in which a flashover can appear in the insulator by 

pollution are: 

• The pollution is placed on the suri~1ce of the insulator and a contaminant layer 

appears. The pollution can be caused by a great variety of sources. (sea salt. 

industries. ashes ... ). The \\'inc! is the main bearer of the particles. luning a 

secondary role the gravity and the electric ±ield. 
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• By the action of rain, fog. etc. the layer on the surt~1ce is dampened and 

enlarges the conductiYity. 

• The contaminant layer dries. Thus, there is an increase of conductiYity and 

leakage current. 

• Dry bands arc formed as a consequence of the \\arming-up of the layer on the 

insulator surhtce. 

• Partial arches appear through the dry bands. 

• Partial discharges are produced, these discharges produce audible noise. 

• Finally. the total discharge is produced. 

So that the t1ashm·er can be produced these phases h;:n e not to happen consccuti\ ely 

but that sc\ era! phases can occur at the same time. 

lhe level and the type or pollution or a region arc a:;sociated \\ ith the sources of 

pollution, as well as with weather factors of the place. Pollutants and the souiTes that 

produce them are described in Table 1.1. 

~~--~~-1------~-·-··--·----~-~-·--·--··----------·-·-------~-----··-··---=l 

1 Contaminant Soun·c of pollution 
I I 
i----~------+---~---------~--:-~-------------~--------------·-·-----------------~· 

i Salt I Coastal areas,· Salt Industries,· llighways with deposit or Sl10\\ I 

I \\here salt is used to melt the snow I 

l...----------~-r--::-:;--··-----·-------·----·----------·-·-·------- _______ __] 

: Cement ! Cement Plant Construction sites, Rock quarries i 
f.-----------+---·---~-------~-------·-·-------·--·-~----~---~--------' 
: Earth I Plow fields. Earth mo\ ing on construction projects 

I_ i'Crtilizcrs -~-e;iilizer plnnts, Frequent us;:-;;t' IC~tili;-crs in. c~lltiv;tcd-fi~]~--
1__________ ---~----~------~---~~-------~~------~---------·--1 

; Metallic Mining handling processes, Mineral handling processes 1 

' 
r-coal Coal mining, Coal handling plants/thermal plants. Coal 

I I burning/brick kilns areas · 

~-Volcanic ash V<;~~~'ity areas . = 
I Chemical 1 Wide \ariety of chemicali~;~~~L~t~:~-: oil refineries ... 

I Smog Automobile emissions at highway crossings. Diesel engine i 
I emissions at railway crossings I yards _ _j 
1 Smoke I Wild tire. Industrial burning. Agriculture burrlil1:l~-~-~J 

Table 1.1 Contaminants and their sources 
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Although many factors can define the insulators pollution. three types of pollution can 

be distinguished: the industriaL saline and desert. 

A. Industrial Pollution 

People in their daily vvork generate smoke. dust or particles that are in suspension in 

the air. These particles are mainly by the action of the wind spread O\ er zones where 

electric lines exist. 

The industrial pollution of the insulators appears with the development of industries 

and by the contaminants generated and expelled to the atmosphere. being possible of 

diwrse types: metallurgicaL chemical substances. dust. smoke. cement. .. 

l'hese substances v\ill settle by the action of the wind. \\eight. electric fields .... on the 

insulators creating a contaminant layer. This layer settled on the insulators is formed 

slowly during a period that can last months or years. During this period will alternate 

dry epochs with humid epochs. 

Among the contaminants sources that characterize this type of pollution. we have to 

keep in mind the characteristic sources of industrial pollution as \\ell ;,~s other sources 

that enlarge the prob\cm: 

• The typical contaminant sources arc: the smoke of industries. the one produced 

by vehicles. buildings ... 

<lJ Industries that consume fossil fuels. dieseL coal ... the heavy particles of the 

fuel remain in suspension in the em ironment. 

• Heav·y industries such as fertilizing plants. oil refineries. businesses cement 

works ... these can haYe seYere emissions of contaminant particles. 

• If the electric line is near the coast. we hav·e to keep in mind the action of the 

\\a\ es. breezes or winds coming from the sea, the fog banks and the particles of 

salt that are in suspension in the outskirts of the zone where the insulators are 

located. 

• Agricultural areas. the farming of the lands. occasional fires. the harvest of 

fertilizers. etc .... 
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B. Saline Pollution 

The insulators exposed to coastal or sal inc em ironments. can become to be conductors 

due to the formation of a conductive layer on its surt~1ce. This layer\\ ill be formed on 

account of the salted dew in the mornings in these zones close to the coastal areas. 

'v\ hen dried \\ith the heat produced in the same insulator or with the environment 

temperature. is going to deposit in the insulator the evaporated salt that had been 

e~hsorbcd before. The particles placed in the insulators are not dangerous in dry 

\\eat her but. the problem arises when the em ironmental \\eather i:; humid. \\hen it 

r~tins or \\'hen there is de\\. fog ... etc then the layer can become a conductor. The 

conducti\ ity of this layer will depend on the kind of salt that forms it. The \\eather 

conditions \ary considerably from the coastal areas to the interior areas and they play a 

\ er: impu:·tant role in the contaminants deposition rate and in the operation oC the 

itlsubtor. The problem ofpollution depends mainly on the em ironment. 

I he danger of the pollution will depend on the type of material and on the form of the 

surhlcc. Also the sources of pollution must be imestigatcd and the way or deposition 

of the pollution. The wind is the main bearer of the pollution and the others being the 

gra\ity and the electric fields. The pollution will depend also on the direction of the 

\\ ind for a greater or smaller pollution of the insulators. 

I he sc\crity of the pollution in a location is quantified in terms of Equivalent Salt 

Deposit Density ( ESDD) measure in units of NaCl mg/cnY
2

• in \\hich are taking into 

account. the following five weather factors: Temperature. hmnidity, pressure. rain and 

\ clocity of the wind. This value of ESDD prcwidcs a base to do a classification of the 

se\erity of the pollution of the zone and will serve for knov-.ing the \alue from which 

\\ e hm e to do the maintenance of the insulator. that is to say to de\ clop a politics of 

correct conservation. The saline pollution is located not only in the surrounding area of 

the coast. but also to considerable distances by the action ofthe \\ind. 

C. Desert Pollution 

In Middle East countries. the insulators of the electric lines arc often subject to the 

deposition of contaminant substances of the deserts. This can cause a serious reduction 
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in the et1icacy of the insulator. having as a result the flashowr and the electricity 

supply lack. 

The insulator flashover due to saline or rather industrial pollution has gained special 

importance in Sri Lanka in recent years. so several distribution systems hm c been put 

into operation in polluted areas. This problem in coastal area \\ill maintain its 

importance and c\'en may become more severe because of: 

a. The construction ofmorc open transmission/distribution lines in coastal areas 

due to the gnming demand. 

b. The increase in transmission \'Oitagc. 

c. The quick spread of industrial areas. 

d. Irregular rainfall pattern throughout the year. 

1.2 MotiYation 

Contamination-driwn insulator failure clue to saline pollution in particular is a problem 

that incessantly plagues distribution systems. It erodes power quality and diminishes 

the system reliability. This phenomenon is not yet analyzed by Ceylon Electricity 

Board (CEB) being the main utility of electricity in Sri Lanka. The outcome of this 

study \\ill streamline the preventive maintenance procedure. '' hich would be 

benefitted by the Maintenance Engineers to treat the polluted insulators periodically. i\ 

relationship between FOV and the ESDD is to be built up so as to predict the flash 

0\er Yoltages over ESDD in areas in vvhich insulators get contaminated due to saline 

pollution. As an Engineer, the author was motiYated to select this topic for this study 

clue to abme facts. 

1.3 Objective 

Effect of porcelain insulators due to saline pollution and analysis of flashover' oltagcs 

in saline polluted areas hme not been investigated by the CEB yet. Therefore. the 

objeetiws is to. 

• Predict flash over voltage of 33kV insulators due to saline pollution and 

streamline preYentiYe maintenance procedure to treat the polluted insulators. 
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• Rc\ ic\\ the 1EC regulation Cor insulator·s specific creepage distance based on 

polluted zones and co-relates the same in actual scenarios. 

1 A Scope of work 

Data Collection 

• Surwy on insulator tlash mer the last six months. 

o Sample solutions after insulators washing luning exposed to the em ironment 

for six months period. 

o Rainfall and Thunder Day data in Hambantota oYer last three year period. 

2. Streamline prcvcntin~ maintenance procedure 

• For all 3 Zones selected based on :>pecificd distances hom ashore. streamline 

the JXC\Cntive maintenance procedure for treating the polluted insulators. 

3. Prediction of 1lash over voltages over ESDD. 

LL Analyze the results and co-relate the IEC regulations to make concluding remarks 

on proper utilization of specific creepage distance of insulators. 
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